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PACS.74.25.-q General properties; correlations between physical properties in normal

and superconducting states

PACS.74.60.Jg Critical currents

PACS.74.60.Ge Flux pinning, flux creep, and flux-line lattice dynamics

Abstract. Neutron depolarization ii- e. the change in the polarization vector projection onto

the applied magnetic field) depends
on neutron Larmor frequency UJL in the superconductor and

on a frequency uJ, uJ
being related to the directional variation of the magnetic induction inside

the superconductor. Depolarization is small if ~ = UJL/uJ > I. In the opposite limit ~ « l, the

depolarization is due to neutron spin rotation about the magnetic flux, ~N.hich, in turn, rigidly

rotates with
a

superconductor. A total spin reversal is possible at ~ =
l. Depolarization at

a
stationary rotation angle in a superconducting plate carrying

a transport critical current in

a
magnetic field is considered as ~vell. Depolarisation is determined by either longitudinal

or

transversal critical currents depending on the angle between the applied field and the critical

current direction,

1. Introduction

The rotation of a thin superconducting disk in a magnetic field parallel to its planar surfaces

has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically. Boyer studied a rotation of Nb

disk about the axis perpendicular to its planes and suggested the phenomenological model

for rotation process iii. Clem and Perez-Gonzalez [2, 3] developed the critical state model for

rotation of a superconductor in a magnetic field. Liu [4,5] has recently studied a rotation of both

YBa2Cu30~_~ and Nb disks and found very similar behavior of these superconductors during

their rotation. This fact is difficult to understand in the frame of the critical state model [2, 3]

as the magnetic flux penetration into low temperature and high temperature superconductors
is quite different. Liu suggested another phenomenological model [6].

In our preliminary report [7] we used the neutron depolarization technique to study the

magnetic flux distribution in a YBa2Cu307-~ disk rotated in a magnetic field. We observed the

oscillations of neutron polarization with increasing the rotation angle after the superconductor

~N.as cooled down to 4.2 K in an applied magnetic field of 0.628 koe. We suggested that

they were due to the rigid rotation of the trapped magnetic flux with a superconductor. This

rigidly rotated magnetic flux is present in only a small part of the superconductor volume and

decreases with increasing the rotation angle.

(*) e-mail: syromyatnikov@lnpi.spb.su
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Fig. 1. a) The neutron velocity V is parallel to the ~ axis of rotation. PO and Pf are
the polariza-

tions before and after the disk correspondingly. The polarization doesn't change its size: [Pa
=

[Pf[.
Only P

=
[P[ is measured by our neutron one-dimensional depolarization technique. b) In the periph-

eric regions I and 3 the rotating frame is used. Neutron spin rotates there about Beff and acquires

a
phase ~J in each region. In the central region the polarization rotates about B, which is of one

direction, and gets a
phase ~ in the neutron frame.

Depolarization at large rotation angles where the oscillations were absent, was likely to be

related to the complicated magnetic flux structure inside the rotated superconductor rather

than to the rigidly rotated magnetic flux.

In this paper, we consider neutron precession in the rotated superconductor in the frame

of the critical state model [2,3]. Besides, precession in a superconducting plate carrying the

transport critical current is considered.

2. Neutron Precession in a Superconductor Rotated in a Magnetic Field

We consider a high irreversible type II superconducting thin disk in an applied magnetic field,
which is much more than the first critical one. Therefore we can neglect the contribution of

magnetization to the induction to good approximation.

According to the critical state model [2,3] the profile of the magnetic induction inside a super-

conductor is the same along all the paths perpendicular to the planar disk surfaces. Therefore

neutrons don't experience any intrinsic depolarization as they cross the superconducting disk

along these trajectories. The neutron polarization PO Parallel to an applied magnetic field Bo
before the superconducting disk changes its direction in a complicated way inside the super-

conductor, the size of the polarization vector being constant. As a matter of fact, we only

measure the component P of final polarization which is parallel to the applied magnetic field

as shown in Figure la. The polarization vector component parallel to the applied magnetic
field can be only measured in the field region mentioned above, typically more than 1 koe.

The finite spectral width of the monochromatic neutron beam which is used in one- or three-

dimensional depolarization techniques results in the strong instrumental depolarization of the

perpendicular component in these high applied magnetic fields.

Such a precession of the polarization vector has been calculated by Newton [8] as neutrons

cross one domain wall by contrast to the intrinsic depolarization in magnetic domain mate-

rials [9]. We neglect the intrinsic depolarization in a superconductor due to the vortex line

misalignments relative to the applied magnetic field direction. The experimental studie8 show

that the intrinsic depolarization is very small in a thin superconducting disk [10].
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The rotation of neutron polarization, which we call depolarization due to the limitation

of our measurements, reflects the magnetic flux d18tribution inside the rotate superconduc-
tor and depend8 on its initial magnetic state before rotation. We consider the diamagnetic,
para§nagnetic and nonmagnetic initial states of a superconductor.

2.I. DIAMAGNETIC INITIAL STATE. The diamagnetic initial state is produced by cooling

a superconductor through the critical temperature in zero field and then applying a magnetic
field. According to the critical state theory [2,3] the size B(x) of the magnetic induction B and

its direction 9(~) inside a thin disk of superconductor depend on the two parameters ~ =
kxm

and x =
kxo. Here 2xm is the thickness of a disk, k

=
d9/dx and ~o is the distance from the

surface at which the induction B is reduced from Bo to zero before rotation.

The angle 9(x) is that between induction B and applied magnetic field Bo. B(x) and 9(~)
follow relations [2, 3].

Bl~)
"

B011 ~/~0), 0 ~ ~ ~ X0
j~~

B
#

0 X0 < Sl < Tm

'
°l~)

"
k~, ~~~c

j~~ojX)
"

o, Sl > Slc

Here ED is the applied magnetic field, 9 is rotation angle of the superconducting disk, x~ =
9 /k.

It follows from relations 11, 2) that the magnetic flux in the central spatial region of thickness

2I~m ~~) rigidly rotates with the disk. A quasi steady distribution of B is achieved when

9
= x for x < ~ and 9

= ~ for x > ji [2, 3].
We note that calculations of neutron polarization are only possible numerically when the

induction B is given by relations 11, 2). However a relation for neutron depolarization can

be derived in the practically important case of the thin disk and sufficiently high applied
magnetic fields. Relation II gives that the variation of induction is ABIX) /Bo

"
~/x < I for

this approach. Relation 12) shows that the induction turns in a spatial region 0 < ~ < x~ with

a constant frequency w =
ku in the neutron frame, where u is the neutron velocity. It is now

convenient to use the rotating frame, which rotates with a frequency w about the ~ ax18, within

two peripheric regions shown in Figure 16. As it is well known [11], only the effective magnetic
field B~~

=
B £ w/~ will affect the neutron spin in this frame. The magnetic induction in the

central region is of one direction, that is w =
0. Therefore the neutron frame should be used in

this region. As the magnetic induction is pointing in one direction in each of the frames shown

in Figure 16, the following relations [9] can be used to predict the final polarization vectors

Pfi Ii =1, 2, 3) in the 1, 2 and 3 spatial regions

Pf~
=

Po~ cos pi + Imi Pot)mill cos fl~) + (m~Poi) sin pi 13)

fl~ "

~/")/[Be~)1(~)dST
(41

Here Poi are the initial polarization vectors, ~ and u are the gyromagnetic ratio and the velocity
of the neutron re8pectively, m~ =

IB~j)~/IB~j)~. Besides one should take into account that

the polarizations at the boundary of the two adjacent region8 are equal to each other, that is

Po
"

Poi, Pf~
=

Po~
+i.

Pi
=

Pf3. We find for the polarization P
=

IPf31m3)

P/Po
=

d cos b IP3 cos Pi sin b) + P3 cos ~7
P2 sin

~7 sin d 15

Pi
=

d cos h sin b cos ~fi + sin ~7 sin b sin ~ (6

P2
=

d cos b sin b sin ~l sin ~J sin b cos ~fi
7)

P3
= COS ~7 c08 ~l + d COS ~b COS~ b + C(COS ~7 + d COS~ b) (8)

d
=

1 cos ~J, c =
1 cos ~ (9)
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Fig. 2. The polarization P/Po
as a

function of rotation angle for
a

diamagnetic initial state.

(1) and (2)
are

obtained from
a

numerical calculation and relation (13) respectively at x = ~t =
100,

~o =
0.1. (3) is for p =

~/vi. ~/~t
=

10, w =
1.

Introducing the parameter of adiabaticity ~o "
iBo/w, the phases ~J, b can be written as

follows

v7 =
oil + ~l)~/~, 4

=
2~ol~ 9), 9 I ~ (lo)

~J =
~li + nl)~/~, lfi =

0, ° > P (ii)

b
=

arccot I~o) (12)

Relations (5-12) show that the polarization P/Po ~ 1 if ~o ~ oo, 80 that a neutron 8pin
adiabatically follows the variations of B(~) inside the superconductor. Another limit is ~o ~ o.

The polarization18 given by
P/Po

=

cos~ 9 + sin~ 9 cos ~fi
(13)

Relation (13) means that the depolarization is due to the neutron spin precession about the

direction of induction within the central part of superconductor, where the magnetic induction

is rigidly rotated with the superconductor. It is evident that relation (13) holds for x and
~1

other than x > ~L,
if the condition ~Ix)

=

qo(I x/xo) < I or ~o < 1 is satisfied throughout
the superconductor. The formulas for the phase ~ are easily deduced from relation 14). One

obtains for x <
~1

16 =
(~o/X)(X 9)~, 9 < x and ib

=
0, 9 > X (14)

andfor~>p

<
=

l~o/x)l~ 9)12~ 9 P), ° I ~ and ~
=

o, # > ~ jis)

it follows from relations (13-15) that a large depolarization is expected for y > 1/~o » 1.

Depolarization due to the rigid magnetic flux rotation is absent at the large rotation angles,

when the rotated superconductor is in a qua8i steady state. Figure 2 represents the neutron

polarization P/Po versus the rotation angle 9 in the limit ~o < 1. Disagreement between

numerical calculations and relation (13) is related to the contributions of the peripheric regions
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Fig. 3. Precession of neutron polarization in neutron rotating frame at ~o #
1 and p =

x/vi for

XIV » after superconductor has reached
a quasi steady state in which the central region shown in

Figure I is absent.

shown in Figure 1b, which increase with the rotation angle. Note that all our numerical

calculation are referred to the neutron velocity of 3.5 x
10~ cm/s and the superconductors

thickness of 2xm
=

0.02 cm.

There is a very interesting situation at ~o =
1 and x > p. The rotated superconductor

enters a quasi steady state at 9
= p [2,3]. We find from relations 19-12) that il

= c =
0,

b
=

x/4 and ~J =
~1/V5 at 9

= ~1.
Substituting these values into relations 15-8) one obtains for

the neutron polarization

P/Po
=

cosI~1Vh) + 0.5 sin~I~1Vh) (16)

Relation (16) gives that there is a total spin reversal at
~1 =

ill- Figure 3 displays the

precession of neutron polarization in the neutron rotating frame which results in a total spin
flip. Approaching the quasi steady state is presented in Figure 2.

Apart from the total neutron spin reversal the numerical calculations 8how that remark-

able depolarization is expected if there is a point xi at which ~lxi)
=

somewhere inside

superconductor. The position of xi is given by

xi =
~o(1 -1/~o) (17)

Relation (17) is valid if ~o > 1 for x <
~1

and 1 < no < 11 ~1/x)-I for x > ~1.
Depolarization

increases when the point ~i is near a peripheric region or inside it, that is ~~ > xi or 9 j~
k~i

"
9i Figure 4 shows that depolarization increases for 9 j~ 91

=
52° and superconductor

reaches the quasi steady state at 9st
"

57°.

2.2. PARAMAGNETIC INITIAL STATE. The paramagnetic initial state is produced when the

initial applied magnetic field B[ ~ 8~2 in diamagnetic state decreases to Bo < 8~2. According

to the critical state model [13] induction increases with the distance from the planar disk

surfaces by contrast to the diamagnetic initial state. While the disk is rotated the induction

follows relation (1) but in contrast with the diamagnetic initial state only for ~ < ~v < ~o and

it is given by
BI~)

=
ED (1 + x/xo 2~v /xo for ~ > ~v 118)

Here xv is the position of the minimum for BI~) and it can be obtained by solving the system

of two differential equations [3]. The angle 9(~) is given by relations (2). The change in B(~)

is AB/Bo
=

~/x kxv lx < I if y » ~1as 9v
=

k~v < ~1 [2j. Therefore relations (5-12) are

valid for x > ~t.
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Fig. 4. Polarization P/Po
versus rotation angle at ~o #

10: (1) is for diamagnetic initial state at

t = p = 1j (2) is for nonmagnetic initial state at ~ =
1 and p = ~o #

10.

As in Section 2.I the depolarization is given by relation (13) if the neutron crosse8 nonadi-

abatically the peripheric region8. i-e- on condition that ~(~) < l. This inequality is valid if

~o < ii + p/x)~~
If ~ < p, there is a rotation angle 9st at ~N.hich a superconductor enters the quasi steady

state [2]. Depending on 9st and x two cases for the pha8e ~ are possible. The first one takes

place if 9st < p. The phase ~ then follows the relations

I ttl~' ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~~ I i l~~~

The second one occurs if 9~t > ~, Then ~
= ~fii16) for 9 < p and ~b =

0 for 9 > p. This latter

dependence ~ on 9 is also valid for y > ~ as there is no 9~t (3]. As in Section 2.1 a noticeable

depolarization is expected for x > 1/qo » I,

A strong depolarization should be observed for ~(x) > I, when a point ~v(9) approaches ~i

given by relation (17) during rotation. In turn, relation (17) is valid if ~o > I for x < p and

1 < ~o < Ii ~/~)-l for X > P, An increase of depolarization is expected as 9 approaches
91, where 91 is a solution of equation xv(9)

= ~i Figure 5 shows that polarization changes
strongly near 9 ~ 91

"
192° and superconductor reaches the quasi steady state at 9~t

"
293°.

2.3. NONMAGNETIC INITIAL STATE. The nonmagnetic state is produced by cooling a

superconductor through the critical temperature in applied magnetic field.

We confine our consideration to the case of x < I. Induction follows relation ii for
x < ~~

[2, 3] and it is given by
B ix

=
Bo cos k(~ ~~ (20)

for ~~ < x < x~ and B(~)
=

Bo for ~~ < ~ < xm. Here ~v is a position of BIT) mininmm,
which is a solution of the functional equation derived in [3]. The angle 9(~) follows relation

(2). A variation of B(~) is [Bo B(~v)] /Bo
=

kxv lx < ~/x < I if x » p. Therefore relations
(5-12) are valid for x » ~t.

If no < I, the phase ~ is

~b =
2~o~lP 9) 121)
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Fig. 5. Polarization P/P0
as a

function of rotation angle H: (I) for paramagnetic initial state at

x "
0.5, p =

10 and ~0 "
5. (2) and (3) are relation (13) and numerical calculation respectively for

nonmagnetic initial state at x "
I, p =

100 and ~o #
0.1.

Depolarization is expected to be large if ~ > l/~o » I. Figure 5 represents the behavior of

polarization for nonmagnetic initial state in the limit ~o < I. Dependences of P/Po are very

similar to those in Figure 2 for the diamagnetic initial state.

In our study [7] mentioned above we found that polarization at low applied fields follows

relation (13). &Ve should point out that our consideration is not valid for the ceramic su-

perconductors. Our experimental studies of rotation process in nonceramic low temperature
superconductors are in progress.

As in Section 2.2 depolarization increases for ~(~) > l or ~o > I when a point ~v approaches

~i that is for 9 ~ 9i Here 91 as earlier is a solution of the functional equation ~v16)
=

~i Figure 4 shows that polarization strongly decreases as 9 is close to 91
"

135°. The

superconductor enters the quasi steady state at 9st
#

x/2 + x =
147° [3].

3. Neutron Depolarization in a Superconductor Carrying Transport Critical

Current in
a

Magnetic Field

We now consider neutron depolarization in a thin superconductor plate carrying transport

critical. current in applied magnetic field parallel to its planes. The distributions of 9(~) and

B(~) have been derived in [14j for the case of [B(~) El /B < 1 and [9(~) 9[ < 1. Taking

into account these inequalities we neglect the variations of B(~) inside superconductor in

the first approximation. According to [14j the angle 9(~) between induction B(~) and the

transport critical current direction depends on the angle 90 of applied magnetic field and on

the critical angle 9~
=

arctan(I~
i /I~jj ). Here I~jj and I~

i are the critical currents parallel and

perpendicular to induction B relatively.

The angle 9(~) in a plate of thickness 2xm is given by [14j

#j~)
=

#o ~ pj~/~~ i) j221

where the signs £ are referred to the regions 0 < 90 < 9~ and
x 9~ < 90 < x correspondingly.
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Fig. 6. Polarization P/Po
versus angle between applied magnetic field and transport critical

current direction in superconductor plate with I~jj =
I~

i
and p =

0.I at w "
1.

In the region 9~ < 90 < ~ 9~. 9(~) follows relations

91~)
= 90 £ k(~ 0.5~d) 0 < ~ < s~d j~~~9(~)
= 90 £ ~d/2~m 0 < ~ < 2~m

where the signs £ are referred to the region 9~ < 90 < ~/2 and x/2 < 90 < x 9~ relatively
and ~d =

2~m[ cot 90(/cot 9~.

It follows from relations (22, 23) that the behavior of neutron polarization can be easily
considered in the neutron rotating frame. The effective magnetic field in this frame is B~j

=

B + w
/~, where u~ =

ud9/dx
=

ku. As Po
"

IPom) and P
=

(Pfm)
one obtains from relation

(3) that

P/Po
=

(1/~() ~(~( + cos ~J) (24)

l' "
2P((1 + Q()~~~ (25)

where (
=

[cot 90(/cot 9~ in the region 9~ < 90 < 7r 9~ and (
=

I outside this region,

no =
~Bo/UJ.

Relations (24, 25) give that P/Po ~ 1 for ~o ~ oo like the behavior of P/Po in the rotated

superconductors, whereas P/Po
=

2~( for ~o ~ 0. As 2~( is simply a rotation angle of B

inside superconductor, we conclude that polarization P does not change in this limit and there

is only projecting Po on B when neutrons leave the superconductor.
As [91~) #[ < ~ < 1 one finds from relations (24, 25) that

P/Po
=

1- 21(~)~ (26)

Finally taking into account p =
~ol~jj~m/Bo (10j and ( one gets

P/Po
=

I A(I~jj )2 0 § 90 5 9~, x 9~ § 90 I ~

P/Po
=

I A(I~icot 90)~, 9~ § 90 § ~ 9~
~~~~

where A
=

2(~toxm/Bo)~.
Relation (27) shows that neutron depolarization measurements can be used to find both lon-

gitudinal and transversal critical currents in a superconductor. Figure 6 represents neutron
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polarization for the superconductor with I~jj =
I~i and p =

0.I that corresponds to the critical

current of10~ A/cm~ at Bo
=

10 koe in the plate of thickness 2~m
=

2 x
10~~

cm.
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